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“An unsolved mystery of love and loss
through power and memory”
“Jennifer Lusk delivers an engaging story
and moving performance”
-Keith Gow

WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY Jennifer Lusk
DIRECTED BY Amy Jenkins
TECHNICAL DESIGN BY Tanje Ruddick

A city in ruins. A man in mourning. A woman, waiting for a train. A haunting and evocative journey
through memory, recalling the chance encounter that will forever change a life. A new work from
Australian writer and performer, Jennifer Lusk, this solo piece is poetic storytelling, exploring the
understated power of simple human connection and set against the background of a world
recovering from tragedy. Deeply moving, simply told - it is a reminder of what it is to hope, to care
and to be truly alive.
Jennifer Lusk trained at the Flinders University Drama Centre and created Binka Boo
Productions in 2006 when she produced and performed in her first play, Fitting Rooms as
part of the Adelaide Fringe Festival. She has since played Titania for Green Cyc,
participated regularly in the Short and Sweet Festival as both a writer and actor,
performed at the CUB Malthouse with CEL productions and attended classes at RADA in
London. Her website is www.jenniferlusk.com
Amy Jenkins completed a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) from La Trobe in Theatre and Drama. Amy has directed
for Short and Sweet Theatre (Melbourne) and the Madwomen Monologues season produced by Baggage
productions, has choreographed Bombshells for Lil’ Frenchy Legs and is currently Assistant Director for
Spamalot with Oxagen Productions. She is also on the committee for Eltham Little Theatre, Theatre Cartel
and PEP Productions.
Tanje Ruddick holds a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Production from the University of Ballarat and is the Tour
and Production Coordinator for HIT Productions. Her company, Cornerstone Events was founded in 2010
and works closely with Paul Malek’s “Collaboration The Project”, Project Y and Short and Sweet.

